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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r and s be rational integers with r2 + 4s # 0. A binary recurrence sequence 
of integers (u~),>~ is a sequence such that ~0, ~1 E Z and _ 
(1) u,+2 = run+ 1 + sun for all n > 0. 
It is well-known that in this case there exist two constants c and d such that 
(2) u, = ca”+db” for all n 2 0, 
where (Y and /3 are the two roots of the characteristic equation 
X2 - rX - s = 0. 
In practice, the constants c and d can be easily determined in terms of CE, p, uo 
and ~1. We say that the sequence (u,,),,~ is non-degenerate if cdap # 0 and o//3 _ 
is not a root of unity. 
The sequence (u,), , o is called a Lucas sequence of the first or second kind if 
(uo,ui) = (0,l) or (2yr) respectively. In this case, their general formulae (2) 
become simply 
(3) 
CY”-pp” 
2.4, = ~ 
a--P 
for all n > 0, 
and 
(4) u,=cYn+p for all n 2 0, 
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respectively. Lucas sequences have very nice divisibility properties. For ex- 
ample, if (u,Jn > s is a Lucas sequence of the first kind, then un / u, whenever 
n 1 m. A sequence having the above property is called a divisibility sequence. It 
follows, from general results of Bezivin, Pethii and van der Poorten (see [2]), 
that the only binary recurrent sequences which are divisibility sequences are the 
Lucas sequences of the first kind. 
For general binary recurrence sequences, the question of when u, j u,, was 
investigated by several authors (see, for example, Corollary 3.6 on page 67 in 
Shorey and Tijdeman [lo], or Petho [6] and [7]). 
Using a notation of Pethii from [7], let 
(5) j(U) = {(ni)icN strictly increasing, with un, Iu,,, , , for all i = 0, 1,. . .>! 
and 
(6) R(n) = { ($) with i E N}, where n = (n;)iEN E Z(U). 
In the appendix of the paper [4], it is shown that I(u) # 0 and that the infimums 
of the cluster points of the sets I satisfy 
(7) infR(n) > 2 for all n = (~2~)~~~ E I(u). 
This was generalized by Pethii in [6] to binary recurrent sequences of algebraic 
integers. An effective version of these results appears in another paper of Pethii 
[7], where it is shown that if un 1 u, and IZ > cl, then m > 2n - c2 log n, where ci 
and c2 are two computable constants depending only on the sequence (u,,), > o. 
Since u,, 1 ~2~ whenever (u,,),>s is a Lucas sequence of the first kind, it would 
seem that the above result is close to the best possible. 
In this paper, we improve on the above result. 
Let P be a given finite set of prime numbers and let Sp be the set of all non- 
zero integers having the property that their prime divisors belong to P. In gen- 
eral, we shall omit the subscript P and write simply S := SF. Recall that a ra- 
tional number v is an S-integer if its denominator, when written in reduced 
form, belongs to S. 
For a finite set of primes P and a non-degenerate binary recurrence sequence 
of integers (u,,),, >o, we set _ 
Cp(zd) = {X E R 1 th ere exists a sequence of pairs (mj, n,jiZ, where mj # nj and 
(8) 
U??? 2 is an S-integer for all j > 1, and with lim 2 = x 
UIl, i--x ni 
One may also define the notions Z?(u) and R~(u) by modifying appropriately 
their definitions (5) and (6), respectively. When P is empty, we simply denote the 
set defined at (8) by C(u). 
Notice that C(u) is a closed set and it contains all the cluster points of all the 
sets R(n) for n E Z(u). Moreover, by PethG’s result from [7], it follows that 
mine(u) > 2. 
Our result is the following. 
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Theorem. 
Let P be anyjinite set ofprimes and (u,),,>~ be a non-degenerate binary recur- 
rence sequence whose nth term is given by formula (2). 
1. If c/d and a/P are multiplicatively independent, hen there exist two effec- 
tively computable constants cl and c2 depending on the sequence (u,), > O and the 
set P, such that whenever m # n are two integers with u,Iu, an S-integer and 
n > cl, then 
n‘ 
(9) - m > “logn. 
In particular, C,(u) is empty, 
2. Assume that c/d and cy/p are multiplicatively dependent. Then, there exists 
an effectively computable positive integer k depending on (u,,),,>~ but not on P, _ 
such that 
(10) C?(u) = {kt + 1 1 t E N}. 
The above Theorem gives a complete description of C,(u) and shows, in par- 
ticular, that Cp(u) is independent of the finite set of primes P. 
Using enough technical machinery (see [7], for example) it is likely that one 
can prove that the statement of the above Theorem holds not only for non-de- 
generate binary recurrent sequences of integers (u,,),>e, but even for non-de- 
generate binary recurrent sequences of algebraic integers (u,), >O; that is, when 
the parameters r, s, ug, u1 are algebraic integers. We do not enter into details in 
this direction. 
2. LOWER BOUNDS FOR LINEAR FORMS IN LOGARITHMS OF ALGEBRAIC 
NUMBERS 
In this section, we state two results concerning lower bounds for linear forms in 
logarithms of algebraic numbers which will be used in the proof of the Theo- 
rem. 
Suppose that (1, <2,. . . , (1 are algebraic numbers, not 0 or 1, of heights not 
exceeding AI, . . . , At. We assume A,,, >e for m= 1,2 ,..., 1. Put 0= 
logA . . . logAt. Let F = a(<,,. . . , cl,) and dF be the degree of the field F. Let 
nl,n2,..., nt be integers, not all 0, and let B > max{ In,1 Irn = 1,2, . . . ,I}. We 
assume B 2 e. The following result is due to Baker and Wtistholz. 
Theorem BW. ([ 11). 
Zf <,“I . . . G’ # 1, then 
(11) IF . . .c’ - 11 > exp(-(17(1+ l)dF)2’+7010gB). 
In fact, Baker and Wtistholz showed that if log 51, . . ., log <l are any fixed values 
of the logarithms, and A = nl log<, + . . . + nt logcl # 0, then 
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(12) log/n/ > -(16&)*(‘+%?logB. 
Now (11) follows easily from (12) via an argument similar to the one used by 
Shorey et al. in their paper [9]. 
We will also need a p-adic analogue of Theorem BW which is due to Yu, see 
[1 1, Theorem 41. Let F be again a finite extension of Q of degree dr and let x be a 
prime ideal of (3~ lying above some prime number p. For any Q E F let ord,(a) 
be the order at which 7r appears in the prime ideal decomposition of the frac- 
tional ideal [o] of F. With this notation, Yu proved the following result. 
Theorem Y. ([I I]). 
Let n be aprime ideal of F lying above aprime integerp. Assume that ordr(<;) = 0 
fori= l,..., 1. If<:‘.. . (“;;’ # 1, then there exist absolute computable constants 
cl and c2 such that 
(13) 
de 
ord,(C;’ . . .<;’ - 1) < (c,IdF) ql P - R log(d@) 
log2 P 
In fact, Yu proved the above Theorem Y with explicit constants cl and c2, but 
these constants are not relevant for our purposes. 
Sharper versions of Theorems BW and Y for the case 1 = 2 can be found in 
[5] and [3]. 
3. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Throughout the proof of the Theorem, cl, ~2,. . . will denote effectively compu- 
table positive numbers depending only on the sequence (u,), ,0 and P. 
We start with some technical considerations. 
Let A be the greatest common denominator of c and d. Notice that by re- 
placing the sequence (u,,), , o by (AU,), > ,, one does not modify neither the pairs 
(m, n) with m f: n for which ~~~/~~ is an&integer, nor the ratio c/d. In partic- 
ular, one does not modify the sets C?(u) by this replacement. Thus, from now 
on, we will simply assume that c and d are algebraic integers. Secondly, there is 
a little technicality concerning the greatest common divisor of r and s. Assume 
that w = gcd(r, s). Then, by Lemma A.lO. in [IO], it follows that one may replace 
the sequence (u,), > 0 by the two sequences 
(14) uj;o’ = 3 = cOa; + d&1”, for all n > 0, 
and 
(15) u;‘) = y = c,cy;1 + d$;, for all n 2 0, 
where c; = c.a’, di = d/3’ for i = 0 and 1, and CXJ = (Y~/w, /3r = p2/w. In this 
case, one obtains two sequences (u$“) n20 and (~?))~>s with @II, [Pi]) = 1. 
We n.ow take a look at the pairs of positive integers (m, n) with m # n such 
that ~~/~~ is an S-integer. First of all, by Theorem 3.1 in [IO], we know that 
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there exists ci such that u,, # 0 whenever n > cl. In particular um/un is well- 
defined when n > cl. From now on, we assume that all values of indices m and 12 
which will appear are larger than ct. 
Secondly, by Corollary 3.5 in [lo], it follows that there exists c2 such that 
whenever m and n are such that m # n, n > c2 and u,,,/u,, is an S-integer, then 
m > n. From now on, we assume that all values of indices m and n which will 
appear are larger than ~2. 
Let us now see what does the condition that urn/u, is an S-integer for some 
m > n mean in terms of the sequences (z$),,>e for i E (0, 1). Suppose that 
- m > n and that u,,,/u, is an S-integer. Write 
t (i) 
(16) 
u’m’2Ju~,2, _ w uLm/2J $j = wlnpju(i) - -’ 
142J 42, 
Here, i,j E (0, 1) are such that n E i(mod2) and m =j(mod2), and t = [m/2] - 
[n/21 > 0. 
Write nl = [n/2] and ml = [m/21. We now enlarge P (if needed) such as to 
contain all the prime divisors of w. Formula (16) now tells us that u,,,/u,, is an S- 
integer if and only if z&~/u$ is an S-integer. 
We observe that the pair (m, n) satisfies inequality (9) with some constant c2 
if and only if the pair (ml,nl) satisfies inequality (9) (with a slightly different 
constant cl). Moreover, notice that the pair (c/d, a/P) constists of two multi- 
plicatively independent numbers if and only if both pairs (ci/di, cyi /pi) for i = 0 
and 1 consist of multiplicatively independent numbers. Thus, in order to prove 
1 of the Theorem, it suffices to look at pairs (m, n) with m > n for which u$$/z$,) 
is an S-integer, and to prove that inequality (9) holds for the pair (ml, nl) pro- 
vided that n1 is large enough. 
The Proof of 1. The strategy here is to assume that for some small positive 
E < 1, the inequality 
(17) 
4 ml<&----- 
lognl 
holds for infinitely many pairs of positive integers (m, n) with m > n and such 
that urn/un is an S-integer, and to prove that if E falls below a computable 
number ~3, then inequality (17) forces c/d and o/p to be multiplicatively 
dependent, thus contradicting the hypothesis 1. 
Assume therefore that E < 1 is such that inequality (17) happens infinitely 
often. For a given pair (m, n) write ml = knl + 1, where k = [rnl/nl] and 0 5 
1 _< nl - 1. Clearly, 
(18) k<E-% 
lognl 
Since z&~/z&~ is an S-integer, it follows that 
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where si > 0 is the largest divisor of z&l which belongs to S. 
Since the two ideals [oil and [PI] are coprime, it follows, by a classical appli- 
cation of Theorem Y, that there exist two effectively computable constants c4 
and cs such that, for n > ~4, one has 
(20) logs1 < cslogn,. 
Indeed, to see why this is so, let p be any prime number in P and let rr be a prime 
ideal in ok, where K = Q[a], lying above p. Then, 
(21) ord,(ui/) = ord,(c& + dip:‘). 
If 7r divides [at], then, since [ot] and [pi] are coprime, formula (21) shows that 
ord,(u!,)) < cg, where c6 = ord,(dj), provided that aI > Cg (or n > 2Cg). A sim- 
ilar argument can be done if QT divides [pi]. Finally, if 7r does not divide [c~ipl], 
then formula (21) yields 
(22) ord,(u$)) = ord,(cia;‘) + ord ((-z) (&)‘I - 1) < C7 + C8h$l), 
where the last inequality in (22) follows from Theorem Y. Inequality (20) fol- 
lows now from the fact that inequality (22) holds for all prime ideals rr in c?k 
lying above some prime number p from P. 
Now write 
(23) 
24;; 
w,, = z for n > c4. 
Equation (23) implies that 
(24) cio;’ s -d$;‘(mod wn,), 
and equation (19) implies that 
(25) (C~o;)Ly~n~ - -(@{)P:“‘(mod w,,). 
One may raise both sides of congruence (24) to the power k and multiply both 
sides of the resulting congruence by cjo{ to get that 
(26) C&j”:)Qi “I E (-di)k(cja{)/!?f”‘(mod We,). 
Combining (25) and (26) one gets 
(27) @:“I (djCFp[ + Cj(- i d )“a{) E O(mod w,,). 
We now look at the greatest common divisor of @I and w,, . If QI is a rational 
integer, so is pi. If not, then all the three pairs (ai, ,&) and (ci, di) for i = 0 and 1 
consist of numbers which are conjugate one of another. In particular, the 
number 
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P-9 (djCfj8: + Cj(-di)kCY.[)2 
is a rational integer. By noticing that for large values of nt every prime ideal 
that divides 
(29) gcd([P$“’ , u;j, 
appears at a power smaller than ~7, (this is because n is assumed to be large and 
the ideals [at] and [p ] 1 are coprime), we get that congruence (27) implies that 
(30) djcf/?{ + cj(-di)ka: e O(mod ~~,/b), 
where b2 is a rational integer whose absolute value is smaller cg. By increasing 
P so that it constains all the prime numbers smaller than cg, we may assume 
that gcd( [Pt]k”‘, wn,) = 1 (this is because w,, is coprime to any element from S). 
Thus, congruence (30) becomes 
(31) djCkP{ + Cj(-di)ko{ = Fw,,, = E ufj, 
where F is an algebraic integer such that F2 is a rational integer. Cl 
We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. F = 0. 
In this case, we get 
(32) djcf/3{ + Cj(-di)kct[ = 0. 
Assume first that k = 1. We then obtain that 
(33) djci/3: - cjdiai = 0. 
If i = j, then we get that 
diCi(ct[ - P:) = 0, 
or equivalently 
cx: = p;. 
Since at /PI = CI 2/,82 is not a root of unity, it follows that I = 0. But i = j, k = 1 
and 1 = 0 simply translates to n = m, which is a contradiction. 
Assume now that i fj. Then formula (33) becomes 
c,di(,/” -/#“) =o, 
whence 
1+1 _ 
“I - P:“, 
which is impossible because cyt//3t = Q: */p2 is not a root of 1 and I + 1 2 1 > 0. 
These arguments how that k 2 2. Now formula (32) can be rewritten as 
4P 
2/+jCk-laki + (_,)k&I/&.21+j) =(), 
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or equivalently 
(34) 
0 
s ‘-’ = (_l)k-i (;)zi+j-ki, 
where k - 1 > 0. This implies that c/d and o/,0 are multiplicatively dependent, 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. F # 0. 
From now on, we assume that Ia\ 2 I/31. In particular, (oi( > 1. By applying 
Theorem BW together with inequality (20) to get a lower bound for the right 
hand side of equation (31) as well as an obvious upper bound for the left hand 
side of equation (31) we get the inequality 
exp(cts+ctik+Ilog loi]) > l<icFp{ +cj(-doka:\ = (Fw,~,) = !$[u!/] = 
(35) ~~(cirr;‘~~~(-~)(~)“‘-l~>exp(nllog~n,l+log/FI-c,~log(n,)). 
The contribution of the ~12 log(nr) term appearing in the right hand side of in- 
equality (35) comes from Theorem BW together with inequality (20). 
Inequality (35) implies that 
(36) cllk + CIO + c12logn1 > (n, - I)log(q ( +loglF(. 
Since ni > 1, jor 1 > 1, and F2 is a rational integer, we get that 
(37) (no -I)logloil <cllk+clo+ct2logni, 
and 
(38) log\F( < cilkfqo +c12lognl. 
Now let c]~(E) be such that the inequality 
(39) 
nt 
max(c5 lognl, cl0 + cl2 lognl) < PIE--- 
lognl 
holds for n1 > c,~(F). Unlike the other constants so far encountered, c,~(E) de- 
pends on E, but as we will see later, E cannot be made too small. For such a large 
n 1, inequalities (18) (37), (38) and (39) imply that 
(40) max(ni - 1, log IFI) < 2ct4~L lognl ’ 
where ~14 = climax(l, l/log iorl). We use the fact that L$ = cio;’ + diP;I’ to 
rewrite formula (31) as 
At this point, we show that if E is too small, then the numbers that appear in the 
parentheses in both sides of equation (41) have to be zero for n large enough. 
Indeed, assume that this is not so. Suppose first that at least one of the numbers 
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oi and ,$ is not a unit. In this case, or is not a unit and we can pick a prime 
ideal R dividing Icyi). Since gcd([ai], [Pi]) = 1, it follows that 
We apply Theorem Y to get an upper bound for the order at which x can divide 
the ideal generated by the number appearing in the right hand side of con- 
gruence (42) to get that 
(43) I 5 ordn ( 
djc,! - ‘dip;’ -’ 
Sl 
) 5 ~15 log(H@) log(max(m - &k)). 
Since F2 and si are rational integers, we get 
H z 2 max(F2,si). 
0 
Thus, inequality (43) implies 
(44) I < c,~max(log IFI, logsi) log~rnax(~~ - /,k)) 
Here, one can take ~$6 = 2~s. We use inequalities (20), (39) and (40) to get up- 
per bounds for logsi and log/F1 as well as the obvious facts that k < ni (see 
(18)) and I 2 0, to infer that (44) yields 
(45) 1 < Q7&~1, 
where cl7 = 2~~4~16. Inequality (45) gives 
(46) ni -I > (1 - C17E)H,, 
which combined with inequality (40) leads to 
(47) 
2QG 
(1 - C,7&) < - 
logni 
Choosing now 
(48) E < min ( 
1 1 
- - 
2Q7 ‘4c14 1 
we get that inequality (47) is impossible for any nr > 2. So far, the conclusion is 
that if inequality (17) holds for some E satisfying (48) and for some ni > c~J(E), 
then the numbers appearing in the parentheses in both sides of equation (41) 
have to be zero, at least when not both ai and pi are units. 
In the case in which both cyr and pi are units, one may instead use Theorem 
BW to arrive to the same conclusion. Indeed, since j/3,1 = Jai/-’ < 1 in this 
case, assuming that both sides of equation (41) are non-zero, we get 
Using Theorem BW to get a lower bound for the denominator of the fraction 
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appearing in the right hand side of equation (49) and an obvious upper bound 
for the numerator of the same fraction one gets 
(50) 
211og lo, 1 < (‘18 -i- kc19 + (n, - 1)c20 + c21 log IFI 
+ ~22 lodff(F/sl)) log(max(n, - 4, k). 
From arguments entirely similar to the ones employed above, one gets that in- 
equality (50) implies 
I < c23ml for nl > C&j, 
which combined with inequality (40) gives again a contradiction when E < ~‘1~. 
So far, we showed that if & is smaller than a computable constant but n t is large, 
then equation (41) implies that 
which, after dividing equations (51) side by side, we get 
(52) 2, @k+i =: (C$‘. 
By using the fact that c‘i = cai,di = d,@, Q, = o2 and p, = $2, one gets 
(53) (y = (;)2’“‘-f)+(k+i)i--i~ 
Since k 2 1, formula (53) implies that c/d and o/P are multiplicatively depen- 
dent, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Part 1 of the Theorem is therefore proved. 0 
The Proof of 2. Since c/d and nj/? are multiplicatively dependent, and since 
a,/,0 is not a root of 1, it follows that there exists a number p which is not a root 
of 1, a root of unity (;, and four integers k, I, r, v such that not both k and I are 
zero, (I,/?) = 1, and (r, v) = 1 provided that they are not both zero, and 
(54) c/d = f(‘p’ and a/@ = *<“pk. 
If both r and u are zero, we may assume that C = 1. Since a//3 is not a root of 1, 
the number k can never be zero. However, 1 may happen to be zero. in which 
case we simply take k = 1 and p = o/p. 
Let K = Qlcx]. We first show that one may assume that both p and 5 are in K. 
Indeed, from (54), it follows that both p’ and p” are of the form uq, where u E K 
and 7 is some root of 1. Since 1 and k are coprime, it follows that there exist two 
integers (1 and kl with kll + kll = 1. Thus, p = (p”)” (,o’)~’ is of the form /)ir/l, 
where pi E Ic and 71 is a root of unity. Substituting p by pin1 in (541, we get a 
relation of the same type as (54) with p replaced by pr, but now pl E K. This 
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argument shows that we may assume p E K. We now look at (54) again and use 
the fact that p E K, to conclude that both <’ and 5” are in K. If not both r and v 
are zero, then (r, V) = 1 and by an argument similar to the one employed above, 
it follows that < E K. In particular, < is a root of unity of degree at most 2. Thus, 
the order of c is 1,2,3,4, or 6. Since we have the liberty of choosing the signs It: 
in (54), we may assume that either < = 1, or c3 = 1, or 4 = i. 
We treat in detail only the case c3 = I. This incfudes the case C = 1 as well. 
The case < = i can be treated using entirefy similar arguments. 
Suppose therefore that (54) holds with some < such that c3 = 1. Notice that 
one may assume that Y, II E (0, 1,2}. Notice also that Y + u = 0 whenever 
K # Q[<] (this will always be the case if o is real, for example). 
We also notice that we may always assume that rv = 0. Indeed, if 3,Jk, then 
there exists an integer w such that kw EE v(mod 3). We may therefore now re- 
place p by Q”p and r by r - Iw(mod 3) and equations (54) will still hold with 
these new p and r and with v = 0. If on the other hand 3jk, then since 
gcdjl, k) = 1, it follows that 3 1,. We may now replace p by cp, where w is such 
that Iw E v(mod 3) and then replace v by ZJ - kw(mod 3) and equations (54) will 
still hold with these new p and v and with r = 0. 
We now denote by ~1 and ~2 the signs appearing in formula (54). Notice that 
one of them will always be +. Indeed, since k and I are coprime, it follows that 
not both of them can be even. If both signs in formula (54) are -, then we may 
replace p by -p and get a formuia like (54) with at most one of the two signs 
equal to -. 
We first assume that E:! = +. Notice that if k is odd, then we may always as- 
sume that this is the case. 
Since p E K, we may write p = r/d, where y is an algebraic integer and S is the 
denominator of p, In particular, S is a rational integer and y is in K. 
Now write 
where both signs f appearing in the numerator and the denominator of the 
fraction from the right hand side of (55) are the same. Write s,,,~ = /?m-ngk(n-m) 
and 
We assume that P is large enough so that it contains ail the prime numbers di- 
viding the norm of ,f%. Now if ~m/u~ is an S-integer, it follows that am+ is an 
algebraic number belonging to Q[o] whose denominator is divisible oniy with 
prime numbers from P. We shall refer to such a number as an S-algebraic in- 
teger. We shall exploit the fact that urn+ is an S-algebraic integer for n and m 
large enough to show that in this case kn + I must be a divisor of km + I. 
We first assume that v = 0. 
In this case, formula (56) becomes 
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(57) 
I km+l _+&km+l 
‘m,n = ($:k,,_l * &kn.+[ 
We now have to distinguish four instances, namely when I = 0 or r # 0, as well 
as when the common sign in (56) is f or -. 
We first treat the case in which r = 0 and the common sign is -. Then, u,,, is 
a quotient of two terms of the same Lucas sequence. For such sequences, we 
know that the ideal 
g,q[,,,km+’ _&km+‘], [ykn+l _ 6kn+‘]) 
is divisible only with prime ideals dividing either gcd([y], [S]), or [rd - S”], 
where d = gcd(km + I, kn -t I). From the fact that Lucas sequences have prim- 
itive divisors when the index is large enough (but absolute) (see [8], for ex- 
ample), it follows easily that for a large enough value of n, urn,,, is an S-algebraic 
integer if and only if d = kn + 1, whence kn + ljkm + 1. In particular, 
(km + ~/k~ + f) is an integer congruent to 1 modu~o k. Thus, Cp(u) consists of 
some integers which are congruent to 1 modulo k. To see that all the integers 
which are congruent to I modulo’k are in C, fix an arbitrary positive integer t, 
let n be an arbitrary large positive integer, and set 
(58) m := knt + tl+ n. 
Notice that m > n when n is large enough and that 
(59) km+I= (kt+ l)(kn+l). 
In particular, 
and the expression appearing on the right hand side of formula (60) is an alge- 
braic integer because both p and /3# = fu: are algebraic integers. Since urn/u,, 
is also a rational number, it follows that u,/u, is an integer, therefore un 1 u,,,. 
Thus, C(U) = {kt + 1 ( t E N} in this case. 
A similar argument based on the existence of primitive divisors for Lucas 
sequences can be done in the case when r = 0 and the common sign in formula 
(56) is +. In this case, one shows in a similar way that if u,/u” is an S-algebraic 
integer and both m and n are large enough, then kn + 1 must be a divisor of 
km + 1 and the ratio (km + l/kn -t- 1) must be odd. fn particular CP(U) consists 
of some positive integers which are congruent to I modulo lcm(2, k). By em- 
pgoying a construction similar to the one done at formuIae (58)~(601, one shows 
easily that any number larger than 1 which is congruent to 1 mod&o Icm(2, k) 
does indeed belong to C(u). 
Assume now that r # 0. By replacing <’ by c if necessary, we may assume 
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that r = 1. Again, we first assume that the common sign in formuia (56) is -, 
Then, formula (56) becomes . 
(61) 
cYkm+l _&km+/ 
Um*n = i;r 
kn+l _ Skn+l ’ 
We now exploit again the fact that u,,,,~ isan S-algebraic integer for large values 
of m and n. Notice that 
(62) 
gcd([&k”+l _ bkm+l], [cykn+l _ Sk”+[])lgcd([y3(km+I) _ bs@m+t)], 
[y3(k”+o _ (53(kn+9, 
and by the previous arguments the ideal appearing in the right hand side of 
formula (62) is divisible only with prime ideals dividing either gcd(fyj, [b]), or 
[r 3d - S 3d], where d = gcd(km + I, kn + I). However, since every prime ideal 
dividing [CT knf’ - bk”+‘] is obviously a primitive prime ideal divisor of 
Y 3(kn+I) - 63(k”-tI), it follows that kn + I must be a divisor of km + 1. We shall 
also show that the ratio (km + I/kn + l) must be congruent to 1 modulo 3. In- 
deed, set a = kn $ I, b = km + I, and let c = b/a. To show that c is 1 mod&o 3, 
assume that this is not so. If c is a multiple of 3, then 
S,vb - Sb = ((7°C - Sac) f (< - l)P, 
and 
The above argument shows that 
gcd([CV - 6’1, PY b - Q])j(l - rjsb, 
which combined with the fact that CT” - S” is divisible by arbitrarily large 
primes (i.e. by prime ideals sitting above arbitrarily large prime numbers), we 
get a contradiction to the fact that ~m/#~ is an S-algebraic integer. A similar 
argument leads to a contradiction if one assumes that c G 2fmod 3). This ar- 
gument shows that Cp(u) consists of some integers which are congruent to 1 
modulo lcm(3, k). But conversely, using a construction similar to the one done 
at formulae (58)-(60), one can easily show that every positive integer larger 
than 1 which is 1 (mod lcm(3, k)) is indeed in C(U). 
One can treat similarly the case when r # 0 and the common sign appearing 
in formula (56) is t. In this case, the resulting arithmetical progression is sim- 
ply (1 + tlcm(6,k)lt > 1). 
Similar arguments can be employed when v # 0. As we mentioned before, in 
this case k is a multiple of 3 and 1 isn’t. Thus, r = 0 and by replacing C2 by < if 
needed, one may assume that u = 1. Formula (56) becomes 
(63) urn,,, = ~~~~~~ = ;;;:;’ . 
Suppose that the common sign in formula (63) is -. Similar arguments show 
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that u,/u, is an S-algebraic integer for large values of m and IZ if and only if 
kn + I divides km + 1 and m E n(mod 3). This implies that 
km+’ kt+I 
kn= - 
whence 
km + 2 = (kt + 1)kn c kit + 1, 
whence 
(64) m = n(kt + 1) + It, 
and reducing relation (64) modulo 3 and using the fact that 3 1 k but 3,Jl, we get 
that 3 1 t. Thus, Cp(u) consists of some positive integers which are 1 modulo 3k. 
Conversely, by employing a construction similar to the one done at formulae 
(58)-(60), one can easily show that every number of the form 1 + 3kt for some 
t 2 1 belongs to C(u). 
Finally, in the case in which both signs in formula (63) are +, a similar ar- 
gument shows that C,(u) = { 1 + 3Icm(2, k) / t 2 1). 
The case in which ~2 = - (and k is even) can be treated similarly. 
Finally, the case in which < = i can be treated using simiIar arguments. We do 
not give further details. 
This conchtdes the proof of 2 and the proof of the Theorem. q 
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